
23% OF SURVEY RESPONDENTS INDICATE
DISINTEREST IN WORKING FOR NONPROFITS
New Nonprofit Survey Data Reveals Job
Applicants’ Outlook for Nonprofits

WASHINGTON, DC, USA, January 15,
2020 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Almost half
of the respondents for a recent
Nonprofit HR survey said they will seek
new or different employment in the
next five years and of this group, 23%
said that nonprofits would not be
among the types of organizations they
intend to pursue. Of those who
indicated they would not work for a
nonprofit, the top reason (49%) cited is
that organizations do not pay enough.
Another 19% indicated that nonprofits
do not offer good long-term career
opportunities and a final 12% said
nonprofits are not well-run businesses.

“These statistics are alarming and
should serve as a warning to social impact organizations of all types who have not adapted a
talent attraction strategy to remain competitive. Gone are the days of talented professionals
being willing to take a vow of poverty to work for a cause or a mission they are passionate about.
The social sector, rich with diverse and rewarding career opportunities, has long faced the
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misperception of being low-paying with limited
opportunities for professional growth.These results
confirm how pervasive this misperception is across the
nation and re-ignites urgency in refuting this myth.” said
Lisa Brown Alexander, CEO, Nonprofit HR.

Nonprofit HR partnered with a leading market research
firm to administer the survey to over 1,000 respondents.
The survey sample spanned the four regions of the United
States, covering a broad respondent demographic. 

As the third-largest employment sector in the country,

social impact organizations remain a viable option for today’s jobseekers when their employer
value propositions align with jobseekers’ preferences. Despite these findings, the results of this
survey highlight specific opportunities for nonprofits and the sector to raise attractiveness and
brand awareness to future jobseekers. Specifically, nonprofits can begin by assessing their total
rewards program. 

Anecdotally, social enterprises (for-profit firms focused for social causes) with higher brand
visibility are now attracting talent that would historically have sought mission alignment with
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nonprofits. Still, nonprofits can connect with both current and future talent by communicating
how they impact the communities that they serve, their unique benefits, and by emphasizing
monetary and non-monetary rewards.

Results from the survey will be shared with the public in February 2020. Press seeking interviews
regarding survey data and findings may email Senior Director for Client Marketing and Strategic
Communication, Atokatha Ashmond Brew at abrew@nonprofithr.com.

About Nonprofit HR
Nonprofit HR is the country’s leading and oldest firm focused exclusively on the talent
management needs of social impact organizations. Since 2000, our staff of credentialed experts
have advanced the impact of some of the world’s most influential brands in the sector. We focus
our efforts on project-based human resources consulting, HR outsourcing, talent acquisition,
executive search, knowledge, and research, all with the objective of strengthening the people
management capacity of the workforce.
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